
Elder Tiatha 

Race: Elf, Class: Rose Knight 
 

Attributes 
Agility d8-1 
Smarts d8 
Spirit d8 
Strength d6-1 
Vigor d6-1 

Pace: 5, Run: d6-1 

Parry: 6 (7 when wielding the Ancient 
Oak Branch) 

Toughness: 15 (7) 
 • Toughness vs Energy: 35 (27) M.D.C. 

and ignore AP unless it’s arcane 
 • Toughness out of armor: 5 

PPE: 20, Regen: 10/hour (1 per 6 min) 
 • Half PPE and PPE Regen without the 

Ancient Oak Branch 

ISP: 10, Regen: 5/hour (1 per 12 min) 
 

Skills 
Academics d6 
Athletics d6 
Common Knowledge d4 
Faith d10 
 • +1 while holding Ancient Oak Branch 
Fighting d8 
Healing d6 
Notice d8 
Occult d8 
Performance d4-1 
Persuasion d6-1 
 • -1 toward human supremacists 
Psionics d10 
Science d4 
Stealth d6 
 

Hindrances 

D-Bee (reactions start Uncooperative or 
Unfriendly, Healing skill at -1 on you) 

Driven (to prove yourself as an arcane 
expert and hero) 

Elderly (penalties already factored in) 

Enemies (the C.S., Federation of Magic, 
and Mystic Knights) 

Loyal (to your teammates) 

Pacifist (always try nonviolent solutions 
first, but violence can be Plan B) 

Quirk (culturally superior) 

Racial Animosity (Dwarves) 

Vow (protect the innocent, fight evil, 
seek enlightenment, tread where 
others fear, serve the Order) 

 

Special Abilities 

Energy Invulnerability (+20 M.D.C. vs 
energy attacks and ignore mundane 
AP; basically, you can laugh off 
lasers, plasma, flamethrowers, etc.) 

Ley Line Sense (automatically know 
location and details of ley lines or 
rifts within 10 miles) 

Ley Regeneration (make a healing roll 
daily when on a ley line) 

Low Light Vision (ignore Dim and Dark) 

PPE Channeling (power most gear and 
charge batteries for free; power 
energy weapons for 1 PPE/shot) 

Ritual Bonuses (in the unlikely event 
that a Ritual pops up in the game, 
remind the GM that you have this) 

 
Weapons 

Flaming Sword (Str+d12 M.D., AP 6, It 
Burns, Just a hilt till activated, 2#) 

 • Costs 1 ISP or PPE per 5 rounds 

Ancient Oak Branch (Str+d6 dmg, Parry 
+1, Reach 1, 4#) 

 • Spend 2 ISP or PPE to do M.D. for 
one round. 

 • You don’t usually attack with this! It’s 
mainly a holy artifact. But you can. 

Unarmed Punch/Kick (Str+d4, +1 to hit, 
no Unarmed Defender penalty) 

 
Other Gear 

100 credits 

Mystic Knight Armor (20#) 

Backpack (5#) 

NG-S2 Survival Pack (communicator and 
+1 to various outdoor checks, 20#) 

White Rose Cuttings x2 (as Healing 
power with skill d12) 

Elven Lute (2#) 

Encumbrance: 53# (limit 60#) 
 

What is a Rose Knight? 
The Mystic Knights are ruthless 

mercenaries with unique arcane 
abilities, known for taking any job, no 
matter how vile. A few decades back, 
when ordered to wipe out a town of 
peaceful gardeners, a small group of 
Knights rebelled and helped the folk flee 
their evil brethren. Now known as the 
Order of the Knights of the White Rose 
(after the gardeners’ flower with its 
peculiar healing properties), they work 
to undo the evil wrought by others. 

Backstory 
On the Elven home world you lent 

your arcane talents to your people’s 
defense against Dwarf and Orc invasion. 
After many centuries, you decided to 
retire by traveling to other worlds. It 
was a fluke that you ended up in the 
Rose Knights’ sanctum, “The Garden,” 
but you loved their faith-and-nature 
philosophy and joined wholeheartedly. 

A decade or so later, while traveling, 
you came across a Tomorrow Legion 
envoy and realized that they were 
another group trying to make the world 
a better place. You see no problem with 
being part of multiple organizations, 
and are fortunate that the two have yet 
to give conflicting orders. 

 

Personality and Tactics 
You are noble and regal, which 

sometimes comes across as snobbish or 
overconfident, but is just your way of 
assuring others that they can trust you 
to know what you’re doing. After all, 
Elves are essentially a perfect race. 

Your most powerful offensive ability 
is Bolt, though it tends to eat up your 
PPE quickly. For weaker enemies, you 
can conserve energy by using your 
Flaming Sword. Don’t neglect unusual 
“weakening” attacks like Lower Trait 
and Sloth. 

You are one of the very few Rose 
Knights able to teleport (a “Gateway 
Knight”), so make use of this. Use 
Barrier to defend groups, Boost Trait 
and Speed to buff yourself or your 
friends, and Mind Link/Reading to show 
off your telepathic prowess. 

 

 



Elder Tiatha’s Grimoire 
 

Important Stats 
Miracles: You have 20 PPE. You 

regenerate 10 PPE per hour, which is 1 PPE 
every 6 minutes. However, both of those stats 
are halved without the Ancient Oak Branch (it 
holds and regenerates its own PPE alongside 
yours). 

Psionics: You have 10 ISP. You 
regenerate 5 ISP per hours, which is 1 ISP 
every 12 minutes. 

 

Using Miracles or Psi 
For miracles, roll Faith skill and pay PPE if 

successful. For psi, roll Psionics skill and pay 
ISP if successful. The amount required is 
shown as “PP” (“power points”). 

On a raise, you get the effect [in 
brackets]. Failure just wastes the action, but 
Critical Failure inflicts Fatigue and ends all of 
your powers. 

“Power modifiers” are listed as • bullet 
points and may be added (for extra ISP cost) 
whenever it makes sense to do so. 

 

General Power Modifiers 
• Fatigue (+2): If affected by power, subject 

suffers Fatigue. This cannot cause 
Incapacitation. 

• Glow (+1): Light in SBT for duration. -2 to 
Stealth, negates 1 point of Illumination 
penalties to attack the subject. 

• Hinder/Hurry (+1): Subject’s base Pace 
at -2/+2 for duration. 

• Range (+1/+2): Double/triple range. Not 
with Touch or Cone. 

• Selective (+1): Choose which targets in the 
area are affected. 

• Shroud (+1): Obscures subject. -1 
Illumination penalty to be attacked, and 
+1 to Stealth. 

Miracles 

Barrier 
PP: 2 Rng: Smarts Dur: 5 rounds 

Create 5” x 1” straight, immobile wall with 
Hardness 10. 

• Damage (+1): Causes 2d4 damage upon 
contact. 

• Hardened (+1): Hardness 12. 
• Shaped (+2): Can form a circle, square, etc. 
• Size (+1): Length and height both doubled. 
 

Bolt 
PP: var Rng: Sma x 2 Dur: Instant 

Fire a beam of blue light from your hands or 
eyes. Never takes a range penalty. 

1 PPE for 2d6 damage 
3 PPE for 3d6 damage 
5 PPE for 4d6 Mega-Damage 
[Raise adds +1d6 to damage] 
• Armor Piercing (+1 to +3): Adds AP 2 to 6 

(twice PP spent). 
• Lingering Damage (+2): On victim’s next 

turn, takes damage again, but as d4s 
instead of d6s. 

• Onslaught (+2): Improve to RoF 2, with no 
recoil penalty. 

 

Protection 
PP: 1 Rng: Smarts Dur: 5 rounds 

Add +2 [+4] Armor. Stacks with worn armor. 
• Additional Recipients (+1 ea): Increases 

maintenance cost. 
• More Armor (+1): Improves to +4 [+6] 

Armor. 
• Toughness (+1): Adds the bonus as 

Toughness, which is immune to AP. 
 

Sloth 
PP: 2 Rng: Smarts Dur: Instant 

Halve subject’s Pace and run die result [and 
movement is an action]. Free Spirit roll at 
end of each turn to recover fully. 

• Area of Effect (+2/+3): Affect an MBT/LBT. 
• Strong (+1): The Spirit roll to recover is at -2. 
 

Speed 
PP: 2 Rng: Smarts Dur: 5 rounds 

Double subject’s Pace and run die result [and 
ignore the -2 running penalty] for 5 
rounds. 

• Additional Recipients (+1 ea): Increases 
maintenance cost. 

• Quickness (+2): Ignore -2 in multi-action 
penalties. 

Psionics 

Boost Trait 
PP: 2 Rng: Smarts Dur: 5 rounds 

Add +1d [+2d] to one attribute or skill for 5 
rounds. 

• Additional Recipients (+1 ea): Increases 
maintenance cost. 

 

Lower Trait 
PP: 2 Rng: Smarts Dur: Instant 

Inflict -1d [-2d] to foe’s skill or attribute (min. 
d4). Free Spirit roll at end of each turn to 
recover (-1d per success/raise). 

• Additional Recipients (+1 ea): Multiple foes. 
• Strong (+1): Spirit roll to recover is at -2. 
 

Mind Link 
PP: 1 Initial Rng: Smarts Dur: 30 min 

Telepathy between two people [at 5x normal 
speed]. Range becomes one mile [5 
miles] once linked. If one’s Wounded, 
others must roll Smarts or be Shaken 
(can’t Wound). 

• Additional Recipients (+1 ea): Increases 
maintenance cost. 

 

Mind Reading 
PP: 2 Rng: Smarts Dur: Instant 

Opposed by Smarts. Gain one truthful answer 
from the subject who is aware [is 
unaware] of the intrusion. 

 

Teleport 
PP: 2 Rng: Smarts Dur: Instant 

Must be cast on willing subject within range, 
who teleports up to 12” [24”]. Roll at -2 
for unseen location. 

• Additional Recipients (+1 ea): If they’re 
willing; if not, see Teleport Foe, below. 

• Greater Teleport (+2): Teleport limit 
becomes 25” [50”]. 

• Teleport Foe (+2): Must multi-action - Touch 
attack then this casting. Opposed by 
Spirit. Cannot ‘port into solid object. 

 
 



Elder Tiatha 

Character Build Details 

Hero’s Journey Rolls 

Enchanted Items & Magical Gear: 1, the 
Elder Oak Branch 

Magic & Mysticism: 7, add any one 
power (barrier) 

 

“Hidden” Edges 

Arcane Background (Miracles, Psionics) 

Gateway Knight (partially*) 

Ley Line Magic Master* 

Martial Artist 

Steal Ley Line Energy* 

* Has been rolled up into the “Ritual 
Bonuses” package 

 

Skill Notes 

Persuasion is at +3 and Reactions at one 
level higher when interacting with 
Rose Knights and their allies, but this 
won’t come up 

 

Gear Notes 

GM call to let them swap out their laser 
pistol and most of their credits for White 
Rose cuttings and lute 

 

.  


